








Xiu Xiu’s The Air Force won “Avant Garde Album of the Year” in the 2007 PLUG Awards.

“A dazzling showcase of an incredible group”
PLAN B

“genre-shattering”
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

“Xiu Xiu’s belly-baring instincts continue to seem downright heroic”
MAGNET

“Richard Hell wrote a tune called “Time” about the impossibility of writing a song that is “really, really real.” It seems 
that Xiu Xiu’s Jamie Stewart took this as a personal challenge and set out to disprove him.”
VENUS
 
“It does the band a disservice to imply that Jamie Stewart is Xiu Xiu, but rarely does a frtonman make his presence 
felt on an album – the Californian’s fifth – more forcefully.”
ROCK SOUND

“Xiu Xiu…who are determined to never half-ass it, have an overwhelming, avant-garde sound that even incorporates 
aspects of noise rock into its oddities.”
PENTHOUSE

“The bands prolific output is particularly impressive considering that The Air Force is the Oakland group’s strongest 
yet…here each song stands out…the result is not only the best Xiu Xiu album, but (gasp!) the most accessible one as 
well.”
RESONANCE

“Stewart is a master of making art out of sorrow – whether he likes it or not”
NEW YORK PRESS

“normal is a relative term when describing the wholly original compositions of Stewart, whose wavering, operatic 
vocals tend to work a crowd into a teeth-gnashing frenzy.”
CHARLESTON CITY PAPER

“Strangely compelling…never sounded more unhinged…Xiu Xiu make romance sound like a good horror flick.”
SPIN

“Xiu Xiu frontman Jamie Stewart has never been one to be gentle with his glass-sharp tongue…Stewart 
creates something hauntingly beautiful.”
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

“compelling” 
THE ONION

“Frontman Jamie Stewart’s poetry is more intensely beautiful and florid than ever on Xiu Xiu’s fifth album.”
THE STRANGER

“we find ringleader Jamie Stewart’s soundworld fascinating”
TIME OUT NEW YORK

“With The Air Force, Xiu Xiu threatens to become (almost) accessible…lyrics are a brutally honest collage of human 
iniquity.”
SIGNAL TO NOISE





Dusted Radio Charts

Jul. 19, 2005
1	 Sufjan	Stevens	 	 Illinois		 	 	 Asthmatic	Kitty	
2	 Four	Tet	 	 	 Everything	Ecstatic	 	 Domino	
3	 Deerhoof	 	 	 Green	Cosmos	 	 Menlo	Park	
4 Xiu Xiu   La Foret   5 Rue Christine 
5	 Lali	Puna	 	 	 I	Thought	I	Was	Over	That	 Morr	Music	
Jul. 26, 2005
1	 Sufjan	Stevens	 	 Illinois	 	 	 Asthmatic	Kitty	
2 Xiu Xiu   La Foret   5 Rue Christine 
3	 Kinski	 	 	 Alpine	Static	 	 Sub	Pop	
4	 The	Juan	Maclean	 	 Less	Than	Human	 	 DFA	
5	 Four	Tet	 	 	 Everything	Ecstatic	 	 Domino	
Aug. 2, 2005
1	 Sufjan	Stevens	 	 Illinois	 	 	 Asthmatic	Kitty	
2 Xiu Xiu   La Foret   5 Rue Christine 
3	 Kinski	 	 	 Alpine	Static								 	 Sub	Pop	
4	 Wolf	Parade	 	 Wolf	Parade	 	 Sub	Pop	
5	 The	Juan	Maclean	 	 Less	Than	Human	 	 DFA	 	
Aug. 9, 2005
1	 Sufjan	Stevens	 	 Illinois	 	 	 Asthmatic	Kitty	
2 Xiu Xiu   La Foret   5 Rue Christine 
3	 Dungen	 	 	 Ta	Det	Lungt	 	 Kemado	
4	 Kinski	 	 	 Alpine	Static	 	 Sub	Pop	
5	 The	Juan	Maclean	 	 Less	Than	Human	 	 DFA	
Aug. 16, 2005
1	 Sufjan	Stevens	 	 Illinois	 	 	 Asthmatic	Kitty	
2 Xiu Xiu   La Foret   5 Rue Christine 
3	 Dungen	 	 	 Ta	Det	Lungt	 	 Kemado	
4	 Fruit	Bats	 	 	 Spelled	In	Bones	 	 Sub	Pop	
5	 Orange	Juice	 	 The	Glasgow	School	 	 Domino	 	
Aug. 23, 2005
1	 Sufjan	Stevens	 	 Illinois	 	 	 Asthmatic	Kitty
2	 Dungen	 	 	 Ta	Det	Lungt	 	 Kemado	
3 Xiu Xiu   La Foret   5 Rue Christine 
4	 Free	Design	 	 The	New	Sound	Redesigned	 Light	in	the	Attic	
5	 The	New	Pornographers	 Twin	Cinema	 	 Matador
Aug. 30, 2005
1	 The	New	Pornographers	 Twin	Cinema	 	 Matador	
2	 Sufjan	Stevens	 	 Illinois	 	 	 Asthmatic	Kitty	
3	 Sons	and	Daughters	 	 The	Repulsion	Box	 	 Domino	
4	 Dungen	 	 	 Ta	Det	Lungt	 	 Kemado	
5 Xiu Xiu   La Foret   5 Rue Christine 







“So rare is an album where the listener feels just as emotionally spent as the musicians who performed it. 
Experiencing Xiu Xiu’s La Foret is confrontational; it is challenging to turn it up, turn it off or laugh it off.”
BILLBOARD

“Over the last five years, Xiu Xiu has come to make an utterly original mixture of home-studio goth-pop, 
confessional singer-songwriter outpourings and chamber music.” 
THE NEW YORK TIMES

“La Foret is their best yet, still disturbing and emotionally confrontational, but more subtle and fairly trem-
bling with disquieting beauty. Jamie Stewart is also embracing more than ever the beauty of his voice...” 
SALON

“It takes a true songwriter like Stewart to make such brutality meaningful…Xiu Xiu are one of the few indie 
bands that’s still challenging their audience”
UNDER THE RADAR

“a band that has staked out some unique turf in the face of an indie climate…the band continues to mine 
with guts and creativity.”
PAPER

“One of the underground’s most challenging bands”
ALL MUSIC 

“deeply original”
THE ADVOCATE

“Xiu Xiu may very well change the way we listen to music.”
ALARM 


